OD-41-MP

OD-21-MP
OD-11-MP

ODYSSEY BENCHTOP MODELS
COMPACT TABLETOP DESIGN WITH AN ECONOMICAL PRICE POINT

The Odyssey bench model printers are great for start up shops or
as a second press to print short run jobs. These presses are light
weight and very easy to travel with. Take any of the Odyssey bench
model presses to your next event for on-site screen printing.

KEY FEATURES
CAPTURE FORK & BEARING REGISTRATION
Different from the nylon bolt style of the past, this system is derived
from the same time tested registration used on all of our automatic
presses. The system provides little to no wear and with no
adjustments needed; this offers a lifetime of use with no fuss.

PRINT ARM
CRADLE BRACKET

HONEYCOMB TURRET
DESIGN

This strengthened arm
support system utilizes a flat
plate, four point flush,
mounted connection —
providing a stronger, more
stable print arm with
minimal pallet deflection.

This re-designed turret
provides an easier to use
carousel with improved
structural support.

PRINT HEAD WITH
MICRO REGISTRATION

COVERED SPRING
CARTRIDGE

Spring loaded micro
registration system with easy
to adjust handles and knobs.
Has minimal to no backlash
when in use allowing for the
smallest of on head
adjustments.

Compression springs provide
a longer life span and are
available with multiple tension
settings from the factory.
Covering them below the
print head also provides a
more secure setting.

*Not included on 01100B

ODYSSEY BENCH 4-1

This is our most popular table top press.
This bench model press gives you 4 color
capability at a budget price while being the
most sturdy and durable bench model
press on the market.

BENCH 4-1

BENCH 2-1

BENCH 1-1

ODYSSEY BENCH 2-1
Our two color one station bench model
press is the ideal entry level machine for
multiple-color printing. It has the ability to
add additional colors if needed and is one
of the most inexpensive ways to start or
expand your printing needs.

ODYSSEY BENCH 1-1
This machine is ideal for printing single color
jobs on shirts, sleeves, tote bags, name drops,
tagless labels, etc. without interrupting your
large production machines. Add a jacket or
vacuum attachment and convert this machine
into a dedicated special purpose printer.

Part Number
Colors/Stations
Max Screen Width
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Weight

OD-41-MP

OD-21-MP

OD-11-MP

4 Colors/1 Station

2 Colors/1 Station

1 Color/1 Station

32" (81 cm)

N/A

N/A

56" x 38" x 27"

56" x 38" x 27"

34" x 14" x 27"

142 cm x 97 cm x 69 cm

142 cm x 97 cm x 69 cm

86 cm x 36 cm x 69 cm

170 lbs. (77 kg)

120 lbs. (55 kg)

50 lbs. (23 kg)
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